
From: Susan McNamara <Susan.McNamara@remus-mgmt.co.uk>  
Sent: 28 September 2021 16:51  

Subject: Barry Waterfront Estate, Fire Cladding Surveys
 
Dear Committee
 
I am writing to you in response to the communication dated 25 August 
2021 directed to Gethin Jones in relation to Cladding Inspections.  I 
apologise that its taken a little longer than requested, whilst I researched 
the points raised.  I have tried to provide as full a response as possible.
 
Background
In January 2020, the Governments expert advisory panel issued 
consolidated guidance ‘Advice for Building Owners of Multi-storey, Multi-
occupied Residential Buildings’. In support of the Building Safety 
Programme, the Independent Expert Advisory Panel issued advice on the 
measures building owners should take to review ACM and other cladding 
systems to assess and assure their fire safety, and the potential risks to 
residents of external fire spread. Render and timber are both recognised 
as cladding systems, and therefore the apartment blocks at Barry 
Waterfront Estate were selected to be surveyed. Building owners are a 
number of organisations/persons. They can be the managing agent, 
freeholder, or a Residents Management Company (RMC).
 
The advice represents the Expert Panel’s position on the action that 
building owners should be taking immediately to address the risk of fire 
spread from unsafe external wall systems and covers other issues that 
have been previously the subject of Advice Notes. External walls of 
residential buildings should not assist the spread of fire, irrespective of 
height. It is important therefore to understand both the materials used in 
the external wall construction and whether the entire system has been 
designed, installed, and maintained appropriately. When considering the 
risks building owners should consider the full range of risk factors. The 
Expert Panel’s view is that the vulnerability of occupants is a significant 
factor in assessing this risk and, in some instances, may be more 
significant than building height.
 
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 is the applicable 
legislation relating to fire safety in non-domestic premises. Under the Fire 
Safety Order the ‘responsible person’ is required to undertake a fire risk 
assessment of their premises, and to ensure appropriate fire safety 
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provisions are in place. Whilst the legislation is not applicable to domestic 
premises, the common areas of blocks of flats does fall within the scope 
of the Fire Safety Order. On 19th March 2020, the Government introduced 
a proposed Fire Safety Bill, which will amend the Fire Safety Order to 
clarify that the responsible person for multi-occupied, residential buildings 
must manage and reduce the risk of fire for the structure and external 
walls of the building, including cladding, balconies and windows. The Fire 
Safety Bill was enacted by the Welsh Assembly in Wales on 1 October 
2021.  As a responsible Managing Agent, we have decided to act before 
the Fire safety Act is enacted as this is likely to increase survey costs as 
demand for surveyors will outstrip supply.
 
Timeline
It is my understanding that my predecessor Richard Jones initially 
approached the developers for your site to request technical details of the 
cladding to the apartment buildings.  A number of residents have queried 
why this is not sufficient to mitigate the need for an EWS1 investigation.  
The EWS1 has come about as a knock-on effect of the Grenfell tragedy, 
as many mortgage lenders and insurers wanting reassurance as to the 
fire stopping capabilities, materials, and construction of apartment blocks.  
Introduction of EWS1 Surveys was the Governments’ solution to providing 
lenders and insurers with reassurance as to the makeup of apartment 
buildings. 
 
Whilst I appreciate that the Barry Waterfront estate is a newly built site 
with brand new blocks of flats, it’s likely that the planning consent for your 
block was gained prior to the Governments review of fire safety around 
apartment blocks.  This gave rise to the possibility that some of the blocks 
may have been built using combustible cladding, as has been the case at 
some similar age developments.  As this exercise was initially led by 
lenders seeking assurance on their investments, absence of EWS1 forms 
have impacted the ability of homeowner’s ability to sell or re-mortgage 
their properties.
 
Specification
The specification of what is needed for a building to meet a pass grade on 
an EWS1 form is government set.  In most cases, the investigation 
recommended that a Fire Engineers Survey needed to be carried out to 
take the block to a pass grade.  The tender process was carried out at 
Corporate level and conducted by a member of the H&S team, Liz 
Stokes.  In all cases we have approached three Contractors for a quote 
for the EWS1 investigation, resulting in the lowest tenders being offered 



by FRC.  On the newest blocks added to our management, we included 
TriFire to the tender list as we were introduced to their services when the 
need for Fire Engineer Surveys was raised.
 
Section 20
The Section 20 process was not engaged in the undertaking of EWS1 on 
the basis that the works are not considered to be qualifying works.  For 
example, had the investigations revealed the need for remediation these 
would have been qualifying works (although funding would have been 
sought), for which a specification would have been prepared, consultation 
entered, and all documentation made available to all affected lessees.
 
Cost – split
Some residents have questioned why the cost of EWS1 falls to them at 
all.  We do appreciate that the UK Government announced funding for 
remediation of cladding in England where needed (subject to application) 
in late 2019, but this did not extend to areas under devolved 
Governments.  However, this summer the Welsh Assembly have 
announced a similar scheme and funds of £32 million.  In both cases, the 
funding is available for remedial works only and does not cover the cost 
of the investigative EWS1 survey itself.  Therefore, there is no funding 
available from Government to cover the EWS1 surveys.
 
I can assure you that as a business and as an industry we have sought 
clarity from the Government on both the requirements and funding 
avenues around cladding and EWS1 surveys.  The Governments priority 
is ensuring that where there is combustible cladding this is remediated 
urgently, and this is where funding is being directed. 
 
Under the terms of the lease costs associated with fire safety matters in 
internal and external communal areas is the responsibility of residents. 
Should defects be found we would approach the developer, or place a 
claim with the NHBC, and request assistance with the rectification of any 
problems.  Unfortunately, because developers are not seen as Building 
Owners, they are not obliged to fund survey fees.  Therefore, under the 
lease the costs are payable by the individual lessees.
 
In each case, my predecessor assessed funds available in reserves and 
dedicated a sum from reserves toward offsetting this work.  However, this 
is a relatively new estate with limited financial resources to call upon.  As 
a result, a large part of the costs for the EWS1 investigation and Fire 
Engineers Survey has had to be recharged to homeowners as a 



supplementary demand.  Whilst ordinarily we would undertake this 
process at the end of the financial year, this billing has been brought 
forward to (1) ensure cash flow for each of the blocks is protected and (2) 
to give homeowners several months over which to make payment, rather 
than issue an invoice around Christmastime which would be due in full on 
receipt.  Whilst a supplementary demand is never popular, the decision to 
bring it forward was made with a view to minimising financial distress to 
the lessees involved.
 
I trust that the forgoing is of assistance, but if you have any further 
enquiries in this matter, please do not hesitate to contact me.
 
 
 Kind Regards,

Susan McNamara
Senior Property Developer

 


